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ABSTRACT Daily transportation mode choice is largely habitual, but transitions between life events may disrupt travel habits and can shift choices between alternative transportation modes. Although much is known about general mode switches following life event transitions, less is understood about differences that may exist between subpopulations, especially from a long-term perspective. Understanding these differences will help planners and policymakers introduce more targeted policy interventions to promote sustainable transportation modes and inform longer-term predictions. Extending beyond existing literature, we use data collected from a retrospective survey to investigate the effects of life course events on mode use situated within different long-term life trajectory contexts. We apply a machine-learning method called joint social sequence clustering to define five distinct and interpretable cohorts based on trajectory patterns in family and career domains over their life courses. We use these patterns as an innovative contextual system to investigate (1) the heterogeneous effects of life events on travel mode use and (2) further differentiation between gender and generation groups in these life event effects. We find that events occurring relatively early in life are more strongly associated with changes in mode-use behavior, and that mode use can also be affected by the relative order of events. This timing and order effect can have lasting impacts on mode use aggregated over entire life cycles: members of our “Have-it-alls” cohort—who finish their education, start working, partner up, and have children early in life—ramp up car use at each event, resulting in the highest rate of car use occurring the earliest among all the cohorts. Women drive more when having children primarily when their family formation and career formation are intertwined early in life, and younger generations rely relatively more on car use during familial events when their careers have a later start.

INDEX TERMS Life cycle, mode use, gender, generation, joint social sequence clustering, machine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

The transportation modes (driving, biking, walking, etc.) we choose every day can have a significant aggregate impact on the transportation system and environment over the long term. As of 2016, the transportation sector accounted for about a third of total U.S. energy use and greenhouse gas emissions, of which, 56% was from light-duty vehicles used largely for passenger transport [1]. These day-to-day mode choices are largely habitual and develop over time [2]–[5]. Understanding key factors associated with the habit formation and change process is therefore important for helping policymakers design effective approaches to promoting sustainable transportation choices, and for helping planners better anticipate long-term patterns and transitions in travel mode use.

Traditional travel behavior studies have mostly relied on
use of cross-sectional survey data, and they have related mobility decisions such as mode choices to individual characteristics, attitudes, and the built environments at a point in time (as discussed in [6]–[8]). This static perspective ignores the dynamics of individual travel behavior and can obscure important factors that contribute to long-term mobility decisions. More recent studies, using what are often referred to as "mobility biography" approaches, have emerged to analyze the dynamics of travel choices over the lifetime course with a focus on the influence of life events on individual travel behavior [2]–[4], [6], [9]–[13]. This approach builds on the notion of continuity of travel behavior over a lifetime, with routinized travel habits being interrupted only by events that involve major changes in other life domains.

Major life course events, such as attending school, becoming employed, getting married, and having a child, can impact routine travel behavior and potentially cause shifts in routine choice between available transportation modes. Key life events investigated in the mobility biography framework generally fall into three hierarchical domains [14], [15]: (1) lifestyle, including household and family events (e.g., marriage and childbirth) [3], [16]–[19] and career events (e.g., attending school and getting a job) [5], [20], [21]; (2) accessibility, such as work or residential relocation [18], [22]; and (3) mobility, such as car or transit pass ownership and commute distances [20]. Family and career life events at the top level of the hierarchy represent the longest-term decisions that may directly alter travel behaviors and/or serve as fundamental triggers of other related events in the accessibility and mobility domains. For example, employment changes may trigger changes in commute distances following work relocation [23]. Childbirth may change household maintenance tasks [16] and generally increases both car acquisition and car use [24].

Although the mobility biography and related literature has investigated the role of family and career life events on aggregate changes in travel modes across a broad population, less is understood about differences that may exist between subpopulations, especially from a long-term perspective. For example, [19] has shown that, despite the highly car-oriented nature of travel among families with children on average, shifting towards car-based mobility did not happen to all new parents. Whether and how people change their travel mode in response to a given life event depend on the contexts within which they make these decisions, and these contexts vary across the population.

To improve the understanding of subpopulation differences in the role of family and career events, we employ a data-driven approach to derive archetypal life course cohorts and examine the effects of different life events on mode use situated within different life trajectory contexts defined by these cohorts. We use a machine-learning approach called joint social sequence clustering [25] based on patterns and timing of events in both family and career dimensions to derive life course cohorts. These cohorts are easily interpretable in terms of their life history context. We then estimate the marginal effects on the probability of different travel mode use (driving, using public transportation, and walking or biking) associated with the following life event eras: attending school, being employed, living with a partner, and having a child. We investigate how these impacts differ across the distinct life history contexts defined from the sequence clustering. We further disaggregate these impacts by gender and generation to understand how the prevalence of different life course trajectories changes based on these factors as well as how mode use is impacted by these differences.

Our study makes several important contributions to the literature. First, research that has explored this type of heterogeneity in the population has tended to define subpopulation segments using individual characteristics that do not change over time, such as gender or generation [26], [27]; previous mode preferences and attitude characteristics [19], [28], [29]; or life cycle stages or sociodemographic characteristics (e.g., age and household structure) concurrent with life events [26], [30]. However, long-term mobility decisions depend on one’s current situation, past experiences, and future plans [11], and such a dynamic and multidimensional decision context can only be revealed in a long-term life history, rather than in life cycle stages defined statically at the moment an event occurs. Our analysis uses longitudinal data and brings this critical dynamic perspective.

Second, machine-learning methods such as cluster analysis have been applied to travel behavior studies to uncover heterogeneous patterns. However, such methods have more commonly been applied to short-term trip data, especially with increasingly available global positioning system (GPS) data tracking daily human mobility. Specifically, cluster or classification based pattern mining machine-learning methods have been used to identify short-term dynamics and correlations between people’s daily lives, events, and the built environment [31]. In contrast, research applying machine learning to the study of habitual travel behavior using long-term observations (from a life history perspective) has just started to emerge. A review of the literature on mobility biography research using long-term longitudinal data sets (Table S1 in the Supporting Information for a summary) shows that most studies attempting this rely on traditional regression analysis. A few more advanced methods are applied in recent literature, such as dynamic Bayesian network models [32], [33] and latent transition analysis [34]. However, these studies do not explicitly identify or have an easy interpretation of the subpopulations by their long-term dynamics from multiple life dimensions, which is an innovative contribution of our study.

Third, although joint social sequence clustering has been used in sociological life course research [35], our study represents its first application to the mobility biography research on habitual mode use. By explicitly grouping the long-term life trajectory dynamics in family and career dimensions, it is possible to discover not only representative patterns based on the overall life trajectory of a given individual’s characteristics but also the pathways through which individuals arrive
at a given mobility decision. We demonstrate the innovation and value of this method by applying it to data from the life history calendar portion of the WholeTraveler Transportation Behavior Study survey conducted in the San Francisco Bay Area in 2018 [36]–[38]. Finally, this paper is the first mobility biography study using retrospective longitudinal data collected in the United States.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the data and analysis methods, Section III describes the results and provides some discussion, and Section IV concludes.

II. DATA AND METHODS

A. SURVEY DATA DESCRIPTION

We use data collected as part of the WholeTraveler Transportation Behavior Study, which is part of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Systems and Modeling for Accelerated Research in Transportation (SMART) Mobility Consortium [36]–[38]. The WholeTraveler survey was administered in the nine California counties that make up the San Francisco Bay Area. Resource Systems Group (RSG), a prominent transportation survey firm, administered the survey with oversight by the WholeTraveler team. Invitations to respond to an online survey were sent to a random sample of 60,000 active residential addresses via a mailed letter followed by a reminder postcard. The letter requested that a single household member over the age of 18 respond to the survey. To encourage as balanced a sample as possible, especially with respect to gender, the letter requested that the eligible member with the most recent birthday be the one to respond. To complete the survey, the respondent went online on a desktop or laptop computer. Each respondent received a $10 Amazon gift card for completing the full survey. Of the 60,000 households that were sent invitations, 997 completed the entire survey. The representation of the sample is discussed in [36]. Overall, the response rate of 1.7%, although low, is consistent with other implementations using similar unsolicited mailings to recruit and similar incentive payment levels [39]. The survey achieved a gender balance [36], but those who answered the survey were disproportionately highly educated and higher income, even within the San Francisco Bay Area, a phenomenon that is commonly found in previous retrospective survey-based mobility biography studies in other countries [9], [40]. The results should therefore be interpreted with this level of representation in mind.

The life history calendar portion of the WholeTraveler survey asked respondents to indicate when certain key life events occurred and what other factors pertained to their lives on an annual basis starting at age 20 and up to age 50. Retrospective surveys have been shown to cover relatively long periods of life course reasonably accurately when properly designed [12], [40]. We followed the recommendation in [12] on the survey structure, administration, sampling, and range of life course and mobility events considered. Respondents less than 20 years of age were not asked to answer the life history calendar questions. Table 1 itemizes all of the information requested in the life history calendar. Data from questions 1, 2, 4, and 6 are the primary source for the analysis in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 Significant Events Affecting Travel Needs—the individual years in which each of the following types of events occurred, if applicable:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a Children were born, adopted, or joined your household</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b You moved or your place of school or work changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c You completed a level of education (e.g., bachelor’s, master’s, PhD, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Household—all the years when your household included the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a A partner, spouse, or significant other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b At least one child 7 years old or younger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Household size—all the years when your household size (including any adults or children) was as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a 1 member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b 2 members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c 3 members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d 4 members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3e 5 or more members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Employment and Education—all the years when:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a You were working at least 35 hours per week on average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b You were enrolled in school or a training program (e.g., college, trade school, internship, medical school, law school, city college, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Transportation Modes Available—all the years when each of these modes was available to you to use, whether or not you did use it:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a Public mass transit (bus, BART, MUNI, train, ferry) was available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Transportation Modes Used—all the years when you used each of these modes for your commute to work, school, or other primary destination regularly (two or more times per week):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a Public mass transit (bus, BART, MUNI, train, ferry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b Uber, Lyft, or similar app-based rideshare service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6c Your own vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6d Walk or bike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Vehicle Ownership—all the years when your household had each of the indicated numbers of vehicles:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a No vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7b 1 vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7c 2 vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7d 3 vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7e 4 vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7f 5 or more vehicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We worked with RSG to design the life history calendar response interface to enable smooth, fast, and intuitive completion with a short instructional video and several logic
checks to ensure respondents understood what was being asked. An example image can be found in the SI, Figure S1, showing how the questions relating to children entering the home and transportation use would appear to users of the survey when responding online. The years available for response were customized to reflect the years when the respondent was between 20 and 50 years old. Cells with boxes could be responded to using a tick mark. Cells without the inset boxes could be selected and unselected by clicking and dragging the cursor over ranges of years. This facilitated a faster response to this portion of the survey than if each cell had to be selected separately.

B. DATA PREPROCESSING

Data for this analysis are drawn from the 997 respondents who completed the entire survey, including the life history calendar. Prior to analysis, we cleaned the data to account for missing observations and erroneous responses. First, following [7], we dropped 19 respondents with a response time of less than 12 minutes. This is to screen out respondents who completed the survey only to receive the Amazon gift card—and therefore clicked through responses without reading questions or answering meaningfully. Then, we dropped observations for respondents who chose “prefer not to answer” for all years in the life history calendar in response to key variables used in this study including those related to having a child or partner, or being in school or employed (questions 1, 2, and 4), and also those related to regular mode use (question 6). Because we use information on household size and number of cars owned to verify the validity of answers to questions related to having a child and partner and using one’s own car mode, we also dropped observations for respondents who chose “prefer not to answer” for all years in response to household size (question 3) and number of cars (question 7). In total, these cleaning steps removed 110 respondents. Next, to account for incongruous responses to two variables, we dropped respondents who reported using their own car but owned no cars throughout the life history or who reported living with a child and/or partner yet reported a household size of one person throughout the life history. These removed 62 respondents. We restrict the analysis to the 17,777 annual observations from the 569 respondents who were age 35 or older at the time they took the survey (in 2018) (71% of the data remaining after the above-described cleaning steps). This selection ensures that we observe responses for ages between 20 and 35 to be used in the clustering analyses, which captures a life period that presents the greatest heterogeneity among the population [20], [41]. The number of remaining respondents used in this analysis (569) is in the range of the sample sizes from previous life history calendar studies in transportation behavior research (see Table S1 in the SI; sample sizes of 66-1799 with a median of 414) for deriving insights with a similar level of confidence.

C. SEQUENCE ANALYSIS TO DERIVE LIFE COURSE COHORTS

The objective of the sequence analysis is to define archetypal life trajectories that represent different development dynamics in family and career dimensions of the life course. We construct cohorts of respondents who share similar life course trajectories using sequence analysis.

Given the many factors that affect life trajectories, and their interdependencies—such as education, employment, and family planning—we employ joint sequence analysis, formalized by Pollock [25] and Gauthier et al. [42], which simultaneously considers life sequences of multiple life dimensions. This approach is able to differentiate longitudinal experiences represented by multiple variables and hence account more realistically for the inherent complexity of life trajectory patterns [43]–[46].

For the analysis, we consider life course sequences described by family and career status captured annually. The family status is defined by having a partner or not, and having children or not. The career status is defined by attending school or not, and being employed or not. We align the family and career trajectories by age and focus on the age range between 20 and 35 to determine the similarity among respondents and their subsequent cluster membership. This age range is chosen because demographic events that cause the most variable status changes in life trajectories occur relatively early in life [20], [41]. Furthermore, this age range has no missing data in the analysis sample, so we can avoid biased clustering results due to treatment of missing values in computing the similarity metrics as documented in our previous work [47], [48].

As life trajectory sequences are categorical time series (as opposed to continuous numeric), we use Optimal Matching (OM) to determine an edit-distance-based dissimilarity measure. We follow the joint sequence analysis approach by [25] to compute dissimilarities between sequences describing life trajectories of multiple life dimensions.

Let’s consider \( A = (a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_N) \) a sequence of states \( a_i \) and \( A \) the sequence space, where \( A \subseteq A \). To explain OM, we first need to define the three transformation operators (op) for sequences: insert, delete and substitution (as shown in equations 1).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ins}(A, i, a') &= (a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_i, a', a_{i+1}, \ldots, a_N) \\
\text{Del}(A, i) &= (a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_{i-1}, a_{i+1}, \ldots, a_N) \\
\text{Sub}(A, i, a') &= (a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_{i-1}, a', a_{i+1}, \ldots, a_N)
\end{align*}
\]

A sequence of the operators defined above can be used to define a transformation between two sequences \( A_s \) and \( A_r \).

\[
A_r = op_1 \circ op_2 \circ \ldots \circ op_n (A_s)
\]

where \( op_1 \circ op_2 \) denotes one transformation operation.

The goal of OM is to find the transformation with the minimum number of operations. To be able to fine tune the algorithms the concept of operation cost was introduced [49]. The cost of insertion and deletion is usually referred as \( \text{indel} \)
and separately the substitution cost is defined. The total transformation cost between two sequences can be formalized has follows:

$$d(A_r, A_s) = \min_{opSeq} \{c(opSeq), A_r = opSeq(A_s)\} \tag{3}$$

where $opSeq = (op_1, op_2, \ldots, op_q)$ and $c(opSeq)$ is the total cost of the transformation. Consequently, the goal of OM becomes the minimization of $d(A_r, A_s)$, for a chosen indel and substitution cost.

In practice the balance between the indel and the substitution cost influences the resulting patterns. When the ratio between the substitution and indel cost is low OM becomes the Hamming distance, based mainly on substitutions. The higher the above mentioned ratio, the closer OM changes to the Levenshtein II distance, that equivalent to the length of the longest common subsequence. The Hamming distance is very sensitive to timing and in order to allow sequence alignments with time delays, indels should be used alongside substitutions.

The method used for our application is implemented in the TraMineR package version 2.0-6. We follow the implementation reported previously in our pilot work [47], [48]. The indel cost is set to 1. The substitution costs are generally set to 2 as it takes one insert and one delete to substitute. The substitution costs used in our study are instead determined based on the Hamming distance of a point to the other members of its group. ASW is calculated by comparing the pairwise difference of between- and within-cluster distances. These metrics are further explained in details below.

The "Point Biserial Correlation" (PBC) (equation 5), proposed by Hennig and Liao [55] uses the Pearson’s correlation to evaluate and compare cluster solutions. PBC measures the resemblance between the proximity matrix and the resulting hierarchical clustering dendrogram. Quantitatively, it determines the correlation between the proximity matrix $d$ and a binary (zeros and ones) matrix $d_{bin}$ indicating whether two objects are in the same cluster or not. The PBC is computed as follows:

$$PBC = \frac{s_d d_{bin}}{s_{d_{bin}} s_d} \tag{5}$$

Where $s_d$ and $s_{d_{bin}}$ are the standard deviation of $d$ and $d_{bin}$ respectively, and $s_d d_{bin}$ is the covariance between $d$ and $d_{bin}$.

The Average Silhouette Width (AWS) was initially proposed by Kaufman and Rousseeuw [56]. This measure is based on the average distance of a point to the other members of its group with the average weighted distance to the closest cluster. Let $NC$ be the number of clusters, $n_i$ be the number of objects in cluster $i$, $C_i$ denote cluster $i$, and $d(x, y)$ be the distance between $x$ and $y$. Given above notation, AWS is computed as follows:

$$ASW = \frac{1}{NC} \sum_i \left( \frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{x \in C_i} \frac{b(x) - a(x)}{\max(b(x), a(x))} \right) \tag{6}$$

$$a(x) = \frac{1}{n_i - 1} \sum_{y \in C_i, y \neq x} d(x, y) \tag{7}$$

$$b(x) = \min_{j, j \neq i} \frac{1}{n_j} \sum_{y \in C_j} d(x, y) \tag{8}$$
These two measures provide an objective way to choose the number of clusters. Once the optimal number of clusters is selected, it is used to generate the clustering groups.

E. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS SPECIFICATIONS TO UNDERSTAND LIFE EVENT EFFECTS

The goal of the empirical analysis is to understand the following. (1) To what extent do life events alter the uses of different travel modes? (2) Are the marginal changes in the probability of using a travel mode associated with a life event era (living with a partner, living with a child, being in school, or being employed) different across subpopulations with different life course trajectories? (3) Are these differences further elucidated by differences across gender and generation?

To address these questions, we use data to test four sets of hypotheses motivated largely by the role of individual life events on travel mode use previously identified in the literature.

- Hypothesis set 1: Living with a partner, living with a child, being in school, and being employed each change mode use and has a lasting effect at the population level.
- Hypothesis set 2: There is differentiation across the life history cohorts in the extent to which living with a partner, living with a child, being in school, and being employed each change mode use.
- Hypothesis set 3: Gender and generational differences exist in these relationships at the population level.
- Hypothesis set 4: Gender and generational differences exist in these relationships at the subpopulation level.

There are four separate outcome variables of interest (\(Y_{igt}\)), which are defined for each person \(i\) of age \(g\) in year \(t\): three binary choices of regularly using (more than twice per week on average) one of three different transportation modes (drive own car, use public transit, walking/biking) and one value for the total number of modes used.

We run fixed-effect panel regressions with robust clustered standard errors for each outcome variable to estimate the average marginal effect on that outcome variable of being in the following life event eras (estimated both with and without differentiating across life course cohorts): being in school, being employed, having a partner, and preparing for or having a child. The life event era of having a child includes what we refer to as the “nesting” period, which is defined as the 2 years prior to the year in which the first child enters the household, as well as all the years in which at least one child under the age of 18 is in the household. We include the nesting period because our data indicate people tend to move in anticipation of parenthood within the 2 years prior to having their first child (see SI, Table S2). In contrast to other studies that focus on the before and after changes of a given event (e.g., [11]), our approach estimates the marginal effects averaged over the whole period (or era) of life status defined by these specific life events in order to derive the long-term effects.

The initial specification (Equation 9) quantifies the marginal effect of each of the life event eras on the outcome variables over all the respondents without considering heterogeneity across the life history cohorts.

\[
Y_{igt} = \alpha_i + \varphi \cdot X_{it} + \delta_g + \varepsilon_{it} \tag{9}
\]

In Equation 9 \(X_{it}\) indicates one of the binary variables \(school_{ist}, employ_{it}, partner_{it}, nesting/children_{it}\), each equal to 1 when respondent \(i\) is in that life event era during year \(t\), zero otherwise. Note that nesting/children equals 1 during the years when there are any children in the home between the ages of 0 and 18, and it equals 1 during the 2 years prior to the year the first child enters the home, equaling zero otherwise. We include a person fixed effect \(\alpha_i\), which controls for everything that differs across individuals but does not change over time, and an age fixed effect \(\delta_g\) that controls for age-specific factors that are shared across all individuals.

To account for serial correlation across time observations within individuals, we cluster the standard errors of the estimates at the individual level. The error terms are therefore assumed to be independent and identically distributed (IID) normal across individuals, but correlation within an individual over time is accounted for.

Then we estimate the effects differentiated across the life course cohorts defined by the clustering analysis (Equation 10).

\[
Y_{igt} = \alpha_i + \sum_c \varphi_c \cdot X_{it} \cdot cohort_{c,i} + \delta_g + \varepsilon_{it} \tag{10}
\]

All terms in Equation 10 and defined as in Equation 9, with the addition of \(cohort_{c,i}\), which is an indicator variable equal 1 if individual \(i\) is in cohort \(c\), 0 otherwise. The cohorts are those defined by the joint social sequence clustering analysis.

To differentiate potential gender and generational effects within these life trajectory cohorts, we further divide the population into two gender categories (female or not) and two generational categories (born after 1964 or not). The year 1964 is used to divide baby boomers (born between 1946 and 1964) and Generation X (born between 1965 and the early 1980s). Because our sample is restricted to people who were 35 or older in 2018, the respondents were born in 1983 or earlier. For simplicity, we refer to the younger generation cohort (born 1965 to 1983) as GenX. We estimate the gender and generational differences of the effects of life event eras on outcome variables using the specifications in Equations (11) and (12).

\[
Y_{igt} = \alpha_i + \sum_c \varphi_c \cdot X_{it} \cdot cohort_{c,i} + \sum_c \gamma_{c} \cdot X_{it} \cdot cohort_{c,i} \cdot fem_i + \delta_g + \varepsilon_{it} \tag{11}
\]
the percentage of people driving regularly increases with age, with children peaks around age 40. Among all respondents, report living with a partner. The percentage of households 35, and children arrive on average 7 years after people first living with a partner slowly increases between ages 25 and 30. Among all respondents, the percentage of people finish school and achieve full-time employment relatively be-

At the population level (Figure 1), individuals generally finish school and achieve full-time employment relatively before age 30. Among all respondents, the percentage of people living with a partner slowly increases between ages 25 and 35, and children arrive on average 7 years after people first report living with a partner. The percentage of households with children peaks around age 40. Among all respondents, the percentage of people driving regularly increases with age,

\[
Y_{igt} = \alpha_i + \sum_c \varphi_c \cdot X_{it} \cdot \text{cohort}_{c,i} + \sum_c \eta_c \cdot X_{it} \cdot \text{cohort}_{c,i} \cdot genX_i + \delta_y + \varepsilon_{it}
\]

(12)

Where \( fem_i \) is an indicator variable equal to 1 if respondent \( i \) identifies as female, 0 otherwise, and \( gen X_i \) is an indicator variable equal to 1 if respondent \( i \) was born in or after 1965, 0 otherwise. Here the parameters \( \gamma_c \) and \( \eta_c \) capture the life event effects of the female and GenX respondents in life trajectory cluster \( \text{cohort}_c \) relative to their male and older generation counterparts in the same cohort, respectively.

### F. SUMMARY STATISTICS

Table 2 summarizes the data used in our analysis. The top part of the table summarizes data from the panel provided by the life history calendar, while the bottom part summarizes characteristics of individual respondents that do not change over time. Because not all respondents were over age 50 when they completed the survey, the average age represented in the data is below the midpoint between 20 and 50, at 33.5 years. Most of the respondents included in this analysis were born in the 1960s (25%) and 1970s (28%), with GenX accounting for 57% of the respondents. Female and non-

The life history calendar shows that 37% of observations come from individuals who had at least one child between the ages of 20 and 50 and 52% of the observations from individuals who lived with a partner between ages 20 and 50. The respondents on average were employed during most of the period (75%) covered in the life history calendar, while the period of attending school accounted for 21% of the observations.

For approximately 77% of the observations, respondents indicated that public transit was available for regular use, whether or not it was used. Most respondents used driving as a regular transportation mode; respondents reported driving regularly (defined as two or more times per week) in 65% of observations. Public transit and walking or biking were used regularly during 27% and 21% of the annual observations, respectively. Interestingly, respondents reported relatively low levels of multi-modality; on average, individuals used 1.1 modes regularly in a given year. However, substantial variation exists, with some respondents using none of the modes regularly and others using as many as four.

At the population level (Figure 1), individuals generally finish school and achieve full-time employment relatively before age 30. Among all respondents, the percentage of people living with a partner slowly increases between ages 25 and 35, and children arrive on average 7 years after people first report living with a partner. The percentage of households with children peaks around age 40. Among all respondents, the percentage of people driving regularly increases with age, while the percentages regularly using public transportation and walking/biking decrease.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. ARCHETYPAL LIFE COURSE PATTERNS DERIVED FROM SEQUENCE CLUSTERING

Life trajectory clusters are derived through the Ward’s linkage hierarchical algorithm applied to multichannel OM distance matrices computed from the family (having a partner or not, having a child or not) and career (in school or not, employed or not) sequences (Figure 2a). We evaluate the cluster quality using the Point Biserial Correlation (PBC) [55] and the Average Silhouette Width Index (ASW) [56] cluster validity indexes. The number of clusters \( k \) taking values in the \([1,10]\) interval. For both PBC and ASW indexes, higher value of the index indicates better cluster quality.

The PBC index increases with the number of clusters and stabilizes around five, while the ASW index overall decreases with number of clusters, especially after five. Based on these observations, we choose five clusters when both index values are reasonably large while the number of clusters is relatively small for interpretation (Figure 2b).

Figure 3 summarizes the dynamic patterns across age of the percentage of people in each life event era separately for each of the five clusters. The clusters are mostly driven by the timing of partner and children in the family sequences, whereas career trajectories are more homogeneous except for the last two smaller clusters, which exhibit patterns distinctive from the rest of the population. Based on their observable life trajectory patterns, the five clusters are referred to as "Singles," "Couples," "Have-it-alls," "Late Bloomers," and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2. Summary Statistics of Life History and Individual-Level Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Life History Calendar Summary</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nesting or has a child (&lt; 18 yr) in house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has partner in the house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed (≥ 35hr/wk avg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrolled in school or training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drove regularly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Took public transit regularly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walked or biked regularly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of modes used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transit available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in lifecycle calendar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of observations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual-Level Summary</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born 1930s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born 1940s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born 1950s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born 1960s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born 1970s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born 1980s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born in/after 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born before 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of respondents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Family First" (as named in [46]) and serve as the five subpopulations (referred to as "life history cohorts") for the subsequent analysis. The life history calendar variables used in the analysis as well as gender and generational information are summarized in Table 3 for each of the cohorts. Here we describe each of these five life history cohorts in more detail.

- Singles is the largest cohort in our sample (40% of the sample). Members of this cohort tend to finish school and enter the workforce early and delay or forgo having a partner or children.
- Couples is the second largest cohort in our sample (27%). Cohort members tend to finish school, work, and partner up early but delay (on average 11 years after coupling up), or forgo having children.
- The Have-it-alls cohort accounts for 18% of respondents. Cohort members finish school and start to work early in life, and they partner up and have children only slightly later (on average 4.6 years after coupling up). Similar to those in the Singles and Couples cohorts, they generally (more than 85% of them) finish school around 25–30 years old and are employed full time by around 30. Similar to those in Couples, but in contrast to those in Singles, these people partner up relatively early; 80% of them already live with a partner before age 27. However, in contrast to those in Couples, more than 90% of them begin to have children between the ages of 26 and 35.
- Members of the Late Bloomers cohort, making up only 8% of the sample, generally delay school, work, partnering, and children until much later in life, if at all.
- Family First is the smallest cohort, making up 7% of the sample. These people tend to partner up and have children early and delay school and/or work.

B. DESCRIPTIVE LIFE HISTORY COHORT ANALYSIS

The life history calendar variables used in the analysis as well as gender and generational information are summarized in Table 3 for each of the cohorts. Although the clustering to generate the five cohorts is based on the pattern observed during ages 20–35, we observe those who were older than 35 when surveyed for periods after the 20–35 age range. The summary statistics in Table 3 encompass all of the data observed for those included in the clustering analysis, including for ages beyond 35 and up to age 50.

Overall, members of the Singles, Couples, and Have-it-alls cohorts have the highest percentage of observations in
which they report being employed, and members of the Late Bloomers cohort have the lowest percentage. For around 70% of their observations, the Have-it-alls and Family First cohorts have children, and for more than 70% of the observations between ages 20 and 50, they are living with a partner. Despite those in the Couples cohort being in the nesting stage or having children in only 25% of the observations, they are living with a partner in 74% of the observations.

The gender and generational compositions vary by life history cohorts (Table 3). Gender splits are roughly equal in Singles and Couples. Those in the Have-it-alls and Late Bloomers cohorts are more likely to be male (60% and 56%, respectively), whereas the Family First cohort is dominated by female respondents (60%). Consistent with the whole sample average, GenX dominates (at around 60%) most cohorts except for Family First, in which the older generation dominates (62%). At a finer resolution (Figure 4), people born in the 1930s tend to follow the life trajectories of Family First and Have-it-alls. The composition of life trajectories experiences a rapid shift around the 1940s birth years and stabilizes after the 1950s birth years, after which the Singles, Couples, and Have-it-alls cohorts dominate. The Singles and Couples cohorts are largely defined by having children much later in life, if at all, whereas the Family First and Have-it-alls cohorts generally have children much earlier. This distinction explains much of the distributional difference in generation between life course trajectories.

The overall mode use over the individuals’ life courses varies across the cohorts as well (Table 3, also visualized in the SI, Figure S2). Those in the Have-it-alls cohort rely most on regular car use (73% of observations) and regularly use walking/biking (16%) and public transportation (24%) less compared with the whole-sample averages. The Couples cohort also exhibits more frequent regular car use compared with the sample average; however, this cohort is the most multi-modal, and exhibits higher rates of regularly walking/biking and using public transit compared with most other cohorts. Those in Couples and Singles overall regularly walk/bike and use public transit the most. In addition, those in Singles regularly drive less over their lifetimes (63% of observations) relative to the population average (65%). The Family First cohort has only a slightly lower level of regular car use compared with the sample average and, along with Have-it-alls, has the lowest share of observations for which walking/biking and public transit are regularly used. Late Bloomers depend least on driving their own cars but also have relatively low use of walking/biking and public transit.

The dynamics of mode use across age (Figure 5) are such that the percentage of people driving regularly generally increases with age, whereas the percentages of regular public transit use and walking/biking decrease. The magnitude and timing of the trends, however, vary across the cohorts. For example, the increasing trend in driving is much steeper for those in Have-it-alls between ages 20 and 30 than for those in Singles, whereas a sharp rise in driving for those in Late Bloomers comes after age 30. The association of life events with these observed trends in travel mode use is determined quantitatively in our regression analysis presented in the next section.

C. EFFECTS OF LIFE EVENTS ON MODE USE

The marginal effects ($\varphi$ and $\varphi_w$) estimated from Equations (9) and (10) are the change of mode choices averaged over
TABLE 3. Summary by Life Course Cohorts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Cohort and Number of Respondents in Cohort (% of Total Sample)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Singles 229 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life History Calendar Summary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nesting or has child (&lt; 18 yr old) in house</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has partner in the house</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed (≥ 35hr/wk avg) in the year</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrolled in school/training program in the year</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drove regularly</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Took public transit regularly</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walked or biked regularly</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of modes used</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transit available</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in life cycle calendar</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual-Level Summary

| Born 1930s | 0 | 0.01 | 0.03 | 0.05 | 0.07 |
| Born 1940s | 0.06 | 0.09 | 0.11 | 0.14 | 0.31 |
| Born 1950s | 0.2 | 0.17 | 0.22 | 0.16 | 0.12 |
| Born 1960s | 0.27 | 0.25 | 0.23 | 0.18 | 0.31 |
| Born 1970s | 0.3 | 0.28 | 0.27 | 0.3 | 0.12 |
| Born 1980s | 0.17 | 0.19 | 0.14 | 0.18 | 0.07 |
| Born in/after 1965 | 0.6 | 0.57 | 0.56 | 0.61 | 0.38 |
| Born before 1965 | 0.4 | 0.43 | 0.44 | 0.39 | 0.62 |
| Female | 0.51 | 0.49 | 0.4 | 0.44 | 0.6 |
| Male | 0.49 | 0.51 | 0.6 | 0.56 | 0.4 |

FIGURE 5. Life course patterns of mode-use probability in the five cohorts.

a specific life event era relative to not being in that era, and they can be interpreted as the percentage point change in the probability of choosing this mode during this life event era relative to outside that era. We explicitly account for the age effect by controlling for it in the panel regression as fixed effects, so our results are meant to represent the effects of life events above and beyond the underlying overall socioeconomic status evolution with aging. Figure 6 summarizes the regression results and the detailed results are shown in SI Tables S3–S6.

The aggregated level (leftmost column “Ave Effects” in Figure 6) results represent answers to Hypothesis set 1. First, attending school is associated with a lower probability of regularly driving and a higher probability of regularly using public transit and walking/biking relative to not attending school. In addition, a higher overall number of modes is regularly used during this era. Second, being employed full time is associated with a higher probability of regularly driving and regularly using public transit as well as a lower probability of walking/biking, relative to not being employed full time. Third, living with a partner is associated with an increased probability of regularly driving and a decreased probability of regularly walking/biking, relative to not living with a partner. Finally, parenting is associated with a decreased probability of regularly using public transit and walking/biking as well as an overall reduction in multi-modality, relative to not being a parent. The directions of the sample average life event effects seen here are largely consistent with the mobility biography studies conducted in other countries, e.g., [3], [57].

Consistent with Hypothesis set 2, these life event effects
FIGURE 6. Marginal effects of life events (indicated by row facet) on mode use by cohorts (indicated by column facet). Solid bars indicate values are statistically different from zero at the 10% level.

Marginal Probability Change

Regularly Used Mode
- Drove
- Public Transit
- Walk/bike
- # Modes Used

vary by life trajectory cohort (i.e., when the events are situated within different life trajectories) as shown in the other five columns of Figure 6. Attending school is associated with a lower probability of regularly driving and a higher probability of regularly walking/biking relative to not being in school, particularly among those in the Singles, Couples, and Have-it-alls cohorts, all of whom finish school early in life. However, school has minimal effects on regular car use and walking/biking for those in the Family First and Late Bloomers cohorts, who generally delay their education or are not in school during the observed period (ages 20 to 50). In addition, being in school increases the number of modes used for the Singles, Have-it-alls, and Family First cohorts.

Employment is associated with a higher probability of regularly driving and a lower probability of regularly walking/biking among the Singles, Couples, and Have-it-alls cohorts, relative to not being employed for those same cohorts. The overall number of modes used increases with employment among the Couples and Late Bloomers cohorts. Employment appears to have minimal effect on regular mode use for those in Family First, who generally delay their employment and focus on family development before age 35.

In general, living with a partner is mostly associated with shifting modes, often from regularly walking/biking to more regular driving, rather than a change in the overall number of modes regularly used.

Having children has the most heterogeneous impact across cohorts: mode use is minimally impacted for Couples, the number of modes regularly used decreases for Family First, probabilities of regularly walking/biking and overall multimodality decrease for Singles, the probability of regular driving increases and the probability of regular public transit use decreases for Have-it-alls, and the probability of regular public transit use decreases for Late Bloomers. All these effects are relative to not being in the child-rearing era within each of these cohorts. One mechanism to explain the decrease in regular public transit use associated with having children is transit availability, which may vary if residence or frequent destinations change during this same period. To test this hypothesis, we further use public transit availability as the outcome variable in Equation 10 and estimate the marginal effects of life events on public transit availability in the residence area. We find that only the Have-it-alls cohort exhibits significant and similar directional differences in public transit availability as in regular public transit use (SI Tables S6 and S7) during the parenting era. This indicates that those in the Have-it-alls cohort might be more likely than others to transition to a more suburban—and therefore more transit-poor and car-dependent—lifestyle when having children.
D. GENDER AND GENERATIONAL EFFECTS

The literature generally suggests that travel needs and constraints differ between men and women, especially with regard to familial events [20], [27], [58] over the life cycle. As a result, we focus on discussing our results related to the "partner" and "child" events (Figure 7(a)) differentiated not only between life history cohorts, but also further differentiated by gender. Complete results can be found in SI Tables S8–S11.

Mobility patterns also differ by generation owing to different residence preferences, travel time allocation, economics, and community infrastructure changes among generations [41]. We do not find significant differences among younger (GenX) versus older generations regarding the effects of attending school or being employed. Therefore, we only discuss the differential impacts of familial events across generations (Figure 7b and complete results presented in SI Tables S12–S15).

Gender and generational gaps are observed at the population level for some of the mode uses, confirming Hypothesis set 3. At the aggregate level (Figure 7(a), leftmost column "Ave Effects"), women appear to regularly use less public transit (around 7 percentage points) and regularly use less numbers of modes (-0.12) during parenthood relative to men for the same comparison. This is consistent with the literature, which suggests that women are more likely to be primary caregivers at home on a daily basis and make more adjustments following childbirth [11], [27]. Overall, no gender differences are found in car use ("Drove" mode) for the "child" event, which is also consistent with previous findings in [27].

For the generation gap at the population level (Figure 7b, leftmost column "Ave Effects"), having a child is associated with a higher probability of regularly driving and a lower probability of regularly using public transit among the younger generation compared with the older generation. This is consistent with the common perception that U.S. car use has increased as residents have migrated from central cities to suburbs over the past several decades [59]. These results suggest that such a migration is more likely to happen when people are anticipating or having a child.

However, counter to Hypothesis set 4, across the life history cohorts, gender differentiation related to familial events and mode usage is only pronounced for those in the Family First and Have-it-alls cohorts which have children relatively early. Women in these cohorts tend to have higher probabilities of regularly driving relative to men in the same cohorts when living with a partner (Family First) or having a child (Have-it-alls). The cohort-specific average analysis shows children associated with higher probabilities of regular car use in the Have-it-alls cohort (Figure 6), and the gender-based analysis suggests that this increase is primarily due to women in this subpopulation regularly driving more. However, our analysis adds nuance to previous research by suggesting that women drive more when having children primarily when their family formation and career formation are intertwined (i.e., only in our Have-it-alls cohort) and therefore are more likely to be time-poor. In contrast to findings from existing literature, our results suggest that having children does not necessarily produce differential changes in regular mode use for women relative to men in subpopulations characterized by children arriving later in life.

At the same time, across cohorts, having a child has a differential impact by generation only for the Family First cohort, which includes a disproportionate number of people born in and before the 1940s (Table 3); the higher probability of regularly driving among the younger generation relative to the older generation in the child-rearing era is likely related to the effects of increasing suburbanization over time discussed above. Living with a partner is associated with a higher probability of regularly driving and a lower probability of regularly walking/biking for the younger generation in the Late Bloomers cohort relative to the older generation. Among the three cohorts that dominate the younger generation (Singles, Couples, and Have-it-alls), there is no significant generational difference estimated in regular car use during these familial events, whereas the younger generations in the Singles and Have-it-alls cohorts are less likely to regularly use public transit during parenthood relative to older generations.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our study expands the life course research in transportation by clarifying the life course dynamics of travel choices and their heterogeneous responses to family and career life events across subpopulations. We propose and apply a methodology to derive interpretable archetypal life course cohorts and use the life course itself as a contextual system, enabling mobility decisions and their gender and generational differences to be evaluated for life events situated within different continua of past and future experiences and decisions.

The innovation of our study is the employment of a machine-learning method to identify heterogeneous sub-populations. Given the many factors that affect life trajectories—such as education, employment, and family planning—and their interdependencies, we employ joint sequence analysis [25], [42], which simultaneously considers life sequences of multiple life dimensions. Although joint social sequence clustering has been used in life course research in the sociology field [35], our study represents its first application to the mobility biography research on habitual mode use. By explicitly grouping the long-term life trajectory dynamics in family and career dimensions, it is possible to discover not only representative patterns based on the overall life trajectory of a given individual’s characteristics but also the pathways through which individuals arrive at a given mobility decision. We demonstrate the innovation and value of this method by applying it to data from the life history calendar portion of the WholeTraveler Transportation Behavior Study survey conducted in the San Francisco Bay Area in 2018 [36]–[38].

Existing published retrospective survey studies cover Eu-
FIGURE 7. Difference in the marginal effects of life events (indicated by row facets) on women relative to men (a), and on GenX (born in and after 1965) relative to the older generation (born before 1965) (b). Solid bars indicate values statistically different from zero at the 10% level.

Our aggregate results—averaged across our entire sample of Bay Area survey respondents—are largely consistent with results from the literature with regard to the associations between regular mode use and select family and career events. However, the results from our life trajectory cohort analysis suggest that such aggregate associations cannot fully capture subpopulation heterogeneity, and they enable us to offer novel insights based on a life course perspective.

Events that occur relatively early in life are more strongly associated with changes in mode-use behavior compared with events that occur later. This is exemplified by comparing the association of driving with life events for the Singles, Couples, and Have-it-alls cohorts, which share important life event similarities and thus enable specific associations to be isolated. The literature suggests that, in aggregate, regular driving behavior changes owing to attending school (less
driving) and working, partnering, and having children (more driving). However, for these three cohorts, only life events that initiate early (before age 35) are associated with changes in driving. All three cohorts have school as their earliest life event, and in all cases school is associated with relatively less driving. All three also have a similar pattern of early full-time employment associated with increased driving. Yet only two—Couples and Have-it-alls—are characterized by early partnering, and for only these two is partnering associated with increased driving. Finally, among these three cohorts, only the Have-it-alls cohort is characterized by having children early, and only for this cohort is having children associated with increased driving.

Beyond the timing of events, mode use can also be affected by the relative order of events. For example, those in the Couples and Singles cohorts have children relatively late: when they first have children, members of both cohorts would largely be described as at a life stage of “middle-aged and living with a partner.” However, from a life course perspective, those in the Couples cohort have lived with a partner for a much longer period than those in the Singles cohort have when they have children, and having children has minimal impact on their travel modes. However, for the Singles cohort, having children reduces the probability of regularly walking/biking and reduces multi-modality. In another example, those in the Singles, Couples, and Have-it-alls cohorts are employed relatively early in life (before their 30s), but regular public transit use only increases with full-time employment for those in the Couples cohort, who typically live with a partner but have no children before age 35.

The timing and order of life events can have lasting effects on mode use aggregated over entire life cycles. For example, only the Have-it-alls cohort has driving habits that are affected by all the life events considered here. This cohort generally follows a life trajectory of attending school → becoming employed → partnering up → having children, all before age 35. Car use increases for those in this cohort at each of these life stages after finishing school, and as a result they reach the highest level of regular car use (80%) earlier (by age 30) compared with all other cohorts; on average across the whole sample, the highest rates of regular car use of 70% do not occur until age 33. There is also suggestive evidence in our data that those in the Have-it-alls cohort may be relatively more likely to move to locations where public transit is less available when having children, which likely contributes to their dependence on cars. Conversely, those in the Singles cohort only increase their car use when becoming employed, and their car use is minimally affected by family formation later in life. As a result, those in the Singles cohort have relatively low car dependence accumulated over their life cycle. Those in the Late Bloomers cohort are the overall least dependent on driving, probably because they have the highest life cycle unemployment rate, which may reduce their need and/or resources to drive.

Our gender analysis suggests that women drive more when having children primarily when their family formation and career formation are intertwined early in life (i.e., only in the Have-it-alls cohort) and therefore are particularly time-poor. On the other hand, having children does not necessarily produce differential changes in regular mode use for women relative to men in cohorts characterized by children arriving later in life. This observation points to gender gaps for a more targeted subpopulation.

Lastly, we find generational differences in the choice of regularly used modes at the aggregate level and associated with heterogeneous life event effects across cohorts. In general, younger generations rely more on regular car use than older generations do during familial events when they have a late start to their careers. In contrast, in cohorts with careers starting before age 30, no significant generational difference in car use is estimated during these familial events.

Some limitations in our study suggest the need for further research. First, emerging transportation technologies and services such as ride hailing and micro-mobility expand the mode choice set and could affect both short- and long-term travel decisions. Although ride hailing data were collected in the life history calendar, the observations were limited owing to the short overlap between service availability and respondents’ age range. A more focused data-collection effort on mode-use patterns of ride hailing and micro-mobility among subpopulations would be valuable. Second, similar to existing mobility biography literature (Table S1), our study focuses on a single city. Further data collection from more regions or application of a similar method to a different country would enhance the generalizability of the results. Third, the results around the two smaller cohorts, Later Bloomers and Family First, need to be further confirmed once data across survey samples with a wider spectrum of income and education levels becomes available.

Our results highlight the role of long-term life contexts on the dynamics of regularly used travel modes in response to life course events. The clear distinction in mode-use changes across the life trajectory cohorts signifies the importance of both past experiences and future expectations in mobility decision making. Understanding these differences can help planners and policymakers better understand the tendencies and constraints faced by different individuals and design policies to targeted subpopulations (for example, the Have-it-alls women) upon life events that are likely to have lasting effects on car dependency. This understanding might inform better predictions of mode use, and it might aid in designing policies related to commuting, public transit, or other travel behaviors.
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